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Not many architects, who worked in Warsaw 

during early modern era could afford to build their 

own house. A majority of few erected objects did 

not survive to the present day (Fig. 1). This can be 

a result of – on one hand – a variable economic sit-

uation in the building industry, at times worsened by 

plagues and wars fought by the Polish-Lithuanian 

Commonwealth, but also affected positively by the 

growth of Warsaw’s political and economic status, 

as a town of kings’ elections, Crown and Lithuania’s 

common parliamentary assemblies (since 1569) and 

Þ nally as a regal seat (gradual dislocation of the 

court from Cracow between 1596 and 1611)2; on 

the other hand – architect’s social status – still more 

a mere builder (murator, aediÞ cator), than a schol-

arly artist (artifex doctus) in the spirit of post-re-

naissance humanism. 

In the difÞ cult times of the second half of the 

seventeenth century, after the campaigns of the 

Second Northern War, which left the town in ruins, 

there weren’t many investors ready to commit 

themselves to large construction works, and Þ nance 

architects responsible for them. One of the leading 

architects of this age: Tylman van Gameren, who 

came from the Netherlands to Poland in 1661, in his 

vast drawing archive didn’t leave any indication of 

working on a design for his own house. Being for 

a majority of his life in service of Stanis³aw Her-

akliusz Lubomirski and his family, Tylman moved 

permanently to Warsaw in 16743. Here, he worked 

also for other noble families and the royal court. 

He assembled a large collection of books on archi-

tecture, which can indicate rather decent earnings, 

nevertheless he didn’t build a house worthy of the 

position he gained – reafÞ rmed by ennoblement 

done by king John III in 1676 and conÞ rmed by an 

act of parliament in 16854. 

Two other prominent architects of the end of the 

seventeenth century managed to build small palaces. 

Born the island of Murano in the Venetian Lagoon, 

Józef Szymon Bellotti (died ca. 1708) bought in 

1685 form the Town of New Warsaw a plot called 

“Pasture” (Polish: “Wygon”, land registry number: 

2191). The appearance of this ediÞ ce is a matter of 

speculation, it is known only form written accounts 

and schematic outline in (among others) plan of 

Warsaw by Tirregaille or by Hi¿ (Fig. 4, 5). The 

building was constructed in the back of the court-

yard, opposite to entrance gate. Its rectangular sev-

en-axis wide shape had three projections, one in the 

centre and two on the sides, joined by side pavil-

ions. Behind the palace were two elongated annexes, 

a garden was situated to the west of the courtyard. 

A distinction of this architect’s residence among 

other small suburban estates was the presence of 

small industrial works to the south of the court-

yard – a brickyard5. This way the seat of Bellotti 

was not only a combination of residential function 

with a presumptive place of design work but also 

a facility supporting the owner’s building services, 

providing building material needed for construction 

of buildings designed by him. Moreover, production 

of bricks could have been an additional source of 

income, independent from current commitment to 

building projects. 

Augustyn Locci the Younger (ca. 1640–1732) 

erected his residence differently. Leading architect 

of the times of king John III chose for his house 

a plot located much closer to the town that Bellotti, 

on Bielañska street (land registry number: 603). Its 

development, presumably designed by Locci him-

self, was also of a different sort. Due to an elongated 

shape of the plot, the small palace was situated on 

the side of the courtyard and not on its end on the 
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axis. A masonry construction, the building had two 

ß oors with an area of ca 500 sqm each. The rest of 

buildings on the plot surrounded the courtyard. On 

both sides of the palace stood small wooden annexes 

in the shape of a small country manor-house, on the 

opposite side – a stable, elongated according to the 

plot’s shape6. Thanks to this spatial disposition it was 

possible to Þ t a palace and its supporting ediÞ ces on 

a small piece of land, at the cost of resignation from 

a more representational character of the residence. 

This architect’s house hadn’t got a garden. 

A larger number of architects’ seats were con-

structed during the eighteenth century. Apart from 

manor houses and small palaces, architects were 

also building for themselves tenement houses in 

dense urban sites. 

Three suburban realizations of the eighteenth 

century can be a sign of a rise in status of archi-

tectural profession and architects’ incomes. In the 

1720s and architect and general of Saxon army 

Daniel Jan Jauch (1688–1754), who had already 

owned a tenement on Œwiêtojañska street close to 

the Old Town Market (land registry number: 9)7, 

bought a former Sobieski family manor, localized 

in the Solec suburb, close to the present-day Ludna 

street (land registry number: 2915). The architect 

turned it into a palace surrounded by garden with 

a spit in the waters of Vistula river8. The position 

of a summer residence, in a distance from the town, 

in an attractive area close to the river alone was 

a sign of a Þ nancial potential of the owner. Its pres-

tige is raised also by neighbourhood, comprising of 

summer palaces of wealthy noble families and the 

social position of former owners – a family elevated 

to royal rank. 

The same, prestigious neighbourhood was cho-

sen for a summer residence by Jakub Fontana 

(1710–1773). He owned a manor house in Solec 

near other residences of this type of notable fam-

ilies: Godzki, Konstancja Zamojska, Ossolinski9 

among others – the most important aristocratic 

houses of eighteenth century Commonwealth. Later, 

not far away on top of Vistula escarpment a summer 

home with a garden was built by Dominik Merlini 

(1730–1797)10. 

Józef Fontana (1670–1741) built for himself 

a palatial residence opposite to monastery of the 

Fatebenefratelli (land registry number: 2162). The 

house, resembling a manor, stood in the back of the 

plot, preceded by a courtyard, separated from the 

street by two outbuildings divided by a magniÞ cent 

three-way gate. The author of the design for this 

residence was probably the owner11. The gate was 

thus not only an entranceway to the estate but also 

a prominent symbol of the architect’s creative work 

(Fig. 2, 3, 4).

Jan Zygmunt Deybel (died 1752), an architect 

and colonel of the army was the owner of a pal-

ace in Wielopole. Firstly he worked as an ofÞ cer 

in Saxon building authority in Warsaw, later he 

designed magniÞ cent baroque residences of the 

richest nobility in the capital and outside of it. 

Thanks to this activity he managed to gather quite 

a fortune12. He bought the building known today as 

Lubomirski Palace probably around 1730, when he 

was working nearby for the king on the barracks 

for the crown horse guards. The palace consisted of 

the main corpus, joined from the north by a rect-

angular courtyard surrounded by annexes. Around 

1743 the site was already the property of Stanis³aw 

Wincenty Jab³onowski, voivode of Rawa. It is pos-

sible, that the architect swapped this residence for 

a plot on Senatorska street (land registry number: 

461)13, where he soon began to erect a manor house 

for himself14. 

A true mogul among architects, who worked in 

eighteenth century Warsaw was undoubtedly Jakub 

Fontana, the son of Józef. Splendid reputation, fame 

reaching outside Warsaw, brought with them many 

commissions, which gave him high incomes. Two 

lucrative marriages and a talent for business caused 

that, apart from the abovementioned manor house in 

Solec, the architect gathered a portfolio of buildings 

in Warsaw and arable land in the countryside. With 
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a thought of development of his architectural-con-

struction work Jakub Fontana bought the Murano 

palace, which earlier belonged to Józef Szymon 

Bellotti. The new owner continued the work of 

the brickyard, which was established by Bellotti. 

Adjoining lands, belonged to another architect, also 

of Italian origin – Antonio Solari (1700–1763), who 

owned a manor there, an inn and a brickyard15. Set-

tling of artists close to one-another was practiced 

in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in other 

European cities – also in Italy and was a part of 

a long tradition of aggregating people of the same 

profession in towns16. It is possible that Fontana, 

settling next to Solari, wanted to link to this tradi-

tion. Even more probable is that the purchase of the 

former Bellotti estate was caused by the need to own 

a brickyard and thus supplement Fontana’s income. 

Fontana owned also an inn located near the manor 

house on Bonifraterska street he inherited from his 

father17, which also must have provided him with 

additional money, independent form his current 

commissions. Apart from this real estate (the manor 

on Bonifraterska street was sold by Fontana after 

purchasing Murano) the architect owned a tenement 

house on Krakowskie Przedmieœcie (land registry 

number: 450) next to Ma³achowski palace, which he 

bought around 1750 and sold before 1770 and the 

abovementioned summer manor house in Solec18. 

A crowning achievement of Jakub Fontana’s 

career was the construction in the New Town 

between 1770–1771 at the junction of Francisz-

kañska and Zakroczymska streets (land registry 

number: 326/7) of a large tenement house19 (Fig. 6, 

7, 8). The building, preserved until the second world 

war, and afterwards rebuilt until today closes the 

perspective of Freta. The corner plot, adjoining the 

New Town market was almost fully built over by 

Fontana, leaving only a very narrow backyard. On 

the ground ß oor, adorned mainly with rustication 

there is a space for shops. Above the architect out-

lined four ß oors of ß ats. Facing the market square 

is a narrow, three-axis façade with a balcony cover-

ing its entire width at the most representational third 

ß oor (counting from street level). The side eleva-

tion, which is longer – facing the church and a small 

cemetery, which was there until 181820, along Zak-

roczymska street has nine-axis and has accents in to 

ß at projections on each side. 

Jakub Fontana in majority of his work was 

a baroque architect, but for this tenement he chose 

a shade of early neoclassicism, drawing inspiration 

form a book by Jean Francis de Neufforge21. It was 

a very early, or even precursory reference to a pub-

lication by this French architect, published in Paris 

in 1760. References to Neufforge propositions can 

be found in the composition of front of the building, 

easily seen in a long perspective from the Old Town 

gate (Fig. 9). It wasn’t a direct copy of patterns 

drawn by the Parisian creator though, but a trans-

formation. Fontana enriched a cool aesthetic of the 

French designs with a more varied decorative ele-

ments: four types of pediments, numerous massive 

stucco details above and around windows. In the 

place of semi-circular arches above doors and win-

dows in the ground ß oor he introduced segmental 

arches. Even closer to the aesthetic of neoclassicism 

is the less exposed, side elevation of the tenement. 

Raw, seven-axis main body, divided by cordon-cor-

nices, stripped of adornments is accented only by 

side projections. 

Undoubtedly a tenement with shops and ß ats for 

rent ina prestigious location on the New Town mar-

ket square was a good investment and a supplemen-

tary, constant source of income, independent from 

the owner’s profession. With his former invest-

ments, including land property outside of Warsaw 

Jakub Fontana proved, that he could have efÞ ciently 

manage his assets. In the case of this, last large 
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investment of the architect, who was sixty at the 

time the construction started, it is interesting to see 

him interested in new architectural ideas, coming in 

from abroad. The tenement in Franciszkañska was 

not only another Þ nancial insurance for an already 

wealthy proprietor, but also a demonstration of his 

enduring creative potential and knowledge of cur-

rent architectural writing. 

Karol Bay (died ca. 1742) – the author of the 

façade of Visitation Sisters’ church – was also an 

owner of a tenement house. His home, on Miodowa 

street no. 12 (land registry number: 483) was built 

before 1733. It was a Þ ve-axis building. The cen-

tral, slightly receded three-axis part was ß anked by 

two large projections with rounded corners22 (Fig. 

10, 11). It is one of the earliest examples of a tene-

ment façade with accents on its sides, which grew in 

popularity during the second half of the eighteenth 

century23. The projections are dominated by large 

areas of wall, perforated by single axes of windows. 

Three remaining axes are closely grouped in the cen-

tral part. The axis of the building is highlighted by 

a entryway leading to the backyard, which adjoined 

a single, long annex in the south side. The décor of 

this façade designed by Bay, apart from the layout 

of the perforations, which probably never changed, 

is not preserved. The building was rebuilt as early 

as the 1770s in neoclassical forms – in this shape 

it is visible in one of Zygmunt Vogel watercolours, 

and this is how it looks today. One can only assume, 

that the decoration was denser in the centre of the 

façade in a baroque way – similarly to the layout of 

the windows. 

Not all of the prominent architects of eighteenth 

century Warsaw, even those, who reached high-

est acclaim in their profession, and probably high 

incomes, took on a task of designing and building 

a house for themselves. Jan Chrystian Kamsetzer, 

had only an apartment in a house belonging to the 

Pauline Fathers on Podwale street no. 21 (land reg-

istry number: 501), where he lived with two other 

persons24. Szymon Bogumi$ Zug lived on the Þ rst 

ß oor of the west (kitchen) wing of the Saxon Pal-

ace. He was an owner of a small plot on Królewska 

street (land registry number: 1069), where there was 

a shed and a wooden bower, there is no informa-

tion though about any larger constructions works 

there25. 

Architects’ own houses in the early modern age 

in Warsaw were often not only their seat, but also 

a supplementary source of income. The creators 

owned tenements with rooms for rent or brickyards, 

aiding their primary business. Józef Fontana owned 

temporarily an inn. Only very few could afford pala-

tial residences and summer manors, and their income 

was often not only result of design commissions, but 

also from different sources: Daniel Jan Jauch and 

Jan Zygmunt Deybel were high ranking members 

of the military. Jakub Fontana inherited real estate 

from his father and his assets was enriched by dow-

ries of two wives. Moreover probably only those 

architects, who linked their future permanently with 

Warsaw erected their own residences here, and they 

were not designers of such talent as Tylman, Kam-

setzer or Zug, who could have hoped for commis-

sions not only for the capital’s nobility and royal 

court, but also in other cities in Europe. 

Translated by the Author
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